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From
Editor's

Letters
to the
f£,ditor

First, I'd like to affirm that Donna Pierce made

excellent choice in her selection of Planetarian of
Year (page 37). I'd like to add my appreciation for all
this person has done--it really has made a difference.

Dr. Kroder Under Fire
We are fortunate to work in a field where humor is
never far away-some of it's even intentional. We are
also fortunate to have a journal which presents the
lighter side of the planetrium world as well as discussions of serious issues. Unfortunately, the humor of Dr.
Krocter frequently contains a sexual bias which does
not belong in our professional journal. In the September 1989 issue, for example, we are treated to a curvaceous, faceless, planetarium ticket-taker named "Bubbles," who is subordinate to several males and takes the
chubby nebbish Ralf home for the night, where he saves
his announcement of her firing for the next morrungthe better, we presume, to win her sexual favors that
night. Aaargh!
Francis Biddy
Strasenburgh Planetari urn
Rochester, New York 14603

Second, if this issue seems short, it is. Only three arti..
cles were in hand at press time, and only one of those
was submitted (the other two were solicited). With
conference year coming up I'm afraid that we
more slim issues in the future. Conference hosts:
think of The Planetarian when reviewing
paper sessions, and let me know of ..........,......... '"
make good articles.
And, for some unexplicable reason,

Reed's

Naked i Astronomy, published by the IPS earlier this
year, lacks both an index and a real table of contents. I
would find it far more useful if it had both. I'll leave the
index to someone else, but on the next two
is a
fun table of contents. The idea is to photocopy it and
slip it inside the book. All current members of the
should have received George's book as a benefit of
membership.
Best wishes for the New Year!

A Reply
Apparently Fran Biddy needs some help reading the
comics. He is quick to point out the Bubbles Bandera "is
subordinate to several males" but failed to notice that
the three males are, in turn, subordinate to a female.
His failure to note the obvious contrast between Bubbles and the quiet, competent, Ms. Plunder, and his
a~parent assumption that IPS women would identify
wIth the former Instead of the latter is revealing.
Dr. Norman Dean
Bel Air, Maryland

Dr. Dean tells me that this is his last Dr. Krocter column.
1'd like to thank him for the humor he's brought us, and I personally will miss the adventures at Plunder Planetarium.
Incidentally, Dr. George Pitluga, who is mentioned in this
c~rto~n, will be celebrating his 80th birthday in
1990. He lS domg well, travels a lot, remarried after his wife
many years di.ed, a~d still teaches an Elder Hostel program
the planetanum m Oswego each summer. He can be
reached at 1972 Canal Road, Deltona, Florida 32725.
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John Stoke
Davis Planetarium
Maryland Science Center
601 Light Street
Baltimore, Maryland
'Never look a gift laser in the aperture."
Sage advice for the planetarian who wishes to retain
employment (to say nothing of eyesighO. Thus when
The Baltimore Sun, our local newspaper, called to inquire
of our interest in accepting a gift exceeding $100,000 to
equip the Davis Planetarium with a laser projector, and
to fund the production of a light show, we beat back
our incredulity and said "sure."
That was December, 1986. As luck would have it we
had just completed a survey of laser equipment available from reputable east-coast vendors and had some
idea of what we could buy with the $75,000 allocated
for hardware. We could have either a super-bright
water-cooled Krypton projector or a dimmer, air-cooled

Helium-Neon! Argon
system allowing us to . . .a ... a ... ':lIfa
The choice hinged on our intlen(ied
ment. It had traditionally been our
"entertainment" laser shows, and since we
dent attendance to make that
seemed no need to abandon it.
the integration of laser technolc~gy
gramming. In this light the ov~erv{heJmmg
the Krypton projector was a
Its
left no money for programming hardware. Its IDalnt;enance costs promised a serious long-term drain. We
therefore chose an air-cooled projector and
ming system manufactured by Image
poration (lEe) of Somerville, Massachusetts.

The Davis Planetarium's laser programming console includes an Apple Macintosh II computer as well as
custom hardware from Image Engineering. On the X-Y vector monitor is shown a graphic of the
Dipper. The image can be rotated about any axis to display actual stellar positions in 3-dimensional space.
The Planetarian, Vol. 18, No.4, December 1989
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show
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was started on a show of the same

mirror
beam a t sel(~ctE~d
vision makes
grZIPhllCS from
is ct'll"'lr'\nl!".
rack contains
nal and drive the scanners and

l"r<J1l ector Placement

With our
seating configuration, the logical
to
the projector was behind the audience.
But where?
last thing we wanted was some
crate sitting on the floor next to the console.
Placement behind the false wan of our projection galwhere the other projectors hide, seemed natural
enough.
we encountered a snag.
Center for Devices
Food and Drug
and Radiological Health (CDRH) of
Administration requires that the beam for a Class IIIb
laser device emerge no lower than three meters above
the floor. Our springline is a mere two meters high. We
faced two unpleasant alternatives: stick the thing way
up on scaffolding and abandon hope of ever-again presenting an unobstructed view of the whole sky (and
despite our emphasis on high-tech we do believe planetariums should be capable of looking like the sky!) or
cut one of those awful portholes into the dome and project through it. Both options flew in the face of our conviction that a planetarium should be as technologytransparent as possible.
A meeting was arranged at the Planetarium with two
inspectors from the CDRH. Much to our delight they
agreed that aesthetic considerations rendered the above
options ridiculous, and explained how to obtain a variance from the regulations by erecting barriers to prevent the audience from getting too dose to the projector. The "barriers" turned out to be the gallery wall, the
console, the seats, and a series of three infrared beams
which, when interrupted, dose the laser shutter. We
were also required to install a "panic button" in the console, enabling the operator to dose the shutter should
conditions warrant. We put the projector in the gallery
behind the console, where it is unseen by the audience.
t"TlI1l1l:Jlr'rn..r

Technology

Engineering was very accommodating of our
request for a projector with a minimum height profile,
and maximum potential for future modification. Assemstandard optical
the design allows
for future
of beam modifiers.
the projector consists
two lasers (one
40mw helium-neon
one 150mw argon), dichroic
bec;lm~;pllltters to split the
and blue light
the

uses . . . 'Us;;.
tape. An
encoding is the pm;sitlm t
ming using video
& . ,.....

sequence,
ta pe itself. A
releases the deck
wen and we have had no trouble
over five minutes. It is also
tape to the laser video
application this would
ging the dog."

"",,v e'.;:>A vu';;

intensity on our
that of our
larger domes
the brigh tness
Image

Prolgr~tmrniJ:1lg

The pn)gramlmlng
studio.
console
sists of an
an Image
Video Encoder and UelCO(ler
Sony Beta
and a monochrome
for display of laser
tOI'"Il1114114nDlni-

Several

tumbled about. "Script" (not released as of this wri ting)
permits precisely synchronized cue-lists of events to be
created and performed. "Rastvect" attempts to create
laser vector files from "MacPaint" files, but doesn't work
very well. The software is all very new and full of
quirks, but Image Engineering seems dedicated to producing a first-class system and has already accommodated many of our suggestions in software revisions.
One thing that cannot be over-emphasized is the need
for time in creating complex images. Some sequences
lasting mere seconds have taken many hours to create.

ble flicker. In this respect "wirefonn"
more closely resemble those of an Evans
Digistar projector than a video projector-it's a vector
no
scan rather than a raster scan. There
comparison between the image sophistication PO:SSIIDle
on a Digistar and that of our IEC projector.
star the maximum number of "vectors" in an
8000, with a vector defined as either a point ora line
segment. In contrast, the IEC laser system allows
a
maximum of 1280 "points," and the physical limitations
of the color modulators and scanners cause the crU(:tt:lllm
to eat points when turning sharp comers, DIClml<:lnJ~p
even drawing straight lines.

Among the 3-D images we've created are:
*Platonic Solids
*Warped spacetime grids
*Big Dipper (rotating to show true stellar
distribu tion)
*Animated optical ray tracings
*Animated "Star Trek" perspective starfields
*Abstract "light show" patterns
*Corporate Logo's for Special Events
Not A Television, Not A Digistar
The mirrors can only move so fast, and attempts to
shade or fill images with color will result in unaccepta-

It is important to comprehend these limitations when
designing laser graphics for a program. A laser
tor is no substitute for ektachrome, special
video, kodalith, or a star projector. But taken for what it
is-a fount of compellingly pure spectral
can
add a unique dimension to the visual appeal of a
gram without drawing unnecessary attention to
n1l"/,"\10'"'_

The author invites comments and inquiries from
interested readers. In addition, a copy of the S01.1ncun:lCK
for "Light For All" (which is quite wacky and was a
great deal of fun to write!) will be sent upon
of a
blank 90-minute cassette and return postage.
0

Behind the wall of the projection gallery are found the projector electronics (foreground), as well as
itself. The top of the projector is no higher than the gallery wall, making the hardware invisible from the
11
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Fundamental questlOf\S
scientist
you do at
this one several times "AT.t-h,,,.. tsatisfied with
I seem to be
with satlst,lct()ry

In

scH~noe, nnt-t~.n .....

1>'''''<"' ..... ",,,..,,,"',,

absolut~~lv correct.
ex]:)larmUons that do

have come to
some answers that don't work. Then we will see if there
tentative
that we can
Before
let's set
a few more hard ""' .. "''''.·.A ..... '''
one do cro'n ..... ,"'""
I have

rt""·nall,...",,,__ r'I

which to oe:tenlO
you done for me
O"o"-I1no- ahead of

from
onto the 'What
Wait ... I'm

Some of us like to think that we go
life from
we are
one well reasoned action to the next. In
the
of othdriven much more
ers than we care to admit.
show an
talent are
fortunate. From then on we are
ext)ected to do well that area, and we usually
dad liked to
to meet those expectations.
off the latest book I was
or
latest project we
public embarTas.sment
a very strong
on to become an astronomer seemed
the neatest way to continue in the life I enjoyed. Actuit was a
between astronomy and meteorology.
In a way, I was fortunate to be good at only
academic. To make a career in the arts or sciences you
normally have to spend a lot of time at
starting at a

and about ten days on the 100-meter telescope near
Bonn. The distribution of observing time around the sky
was pretty strange. Being in Green Bank, I took whatever I could get. For six weeks, I was the rainy-day
backup for summer telescope painting. It didn't rain
much that summer.
I believe that we roughly doubled the number of
known galaxy red shifts at the time. The science was
divided such that I looked at the internal properties of
the galaxies, and Brent spent time on their distribution
in space. Our first observing trials concentrated on the
faintest objects to see whether we could see enough of
them to make it worth continuing. To our pleasant
surprise, we found that many of the faint galaxies are
very bright in the hydrogen line. These little guys have
some of the largest ratios of neutral hydrogen to visible
star mass of any galaxy. This work got us a little notoriety with my first paper at an American Astronomical
Sodety meeting. As it turned out, the optical brightnesses that we got from the scientific literature were
badly underestimated. The ratios are actually lower
than we thought, but they are still high, and only a few

quiet people, induding ourselves, realized the
much later.
During this time I was
cards, magnetic tapes, and
tory computer was 120
After each observing day I sent
cards with the data
on the car
two later the spectrum
came back. With
slow tum-around, I got
puter program to run the
and hydrogen masses in our
were mE~aS1Lln:~d
with a clear SO-cent
ruler and an old-time
ment called a
In
proud of how accurate those measurements
found to be.
One day in the mail came a letter from Brentr'rU4>lt,;:iU'1Iing an exclamation
like "Hold
our ship has come in!"
first hydrogen-line-width vs.
gram for galaxies, which has come to be
dated with our names. What Brent discovered was that

assoThe 300-foot telescope at Green Bank, West Virginia. This is the instrument most
dated with my post-graduate career. It collapsed in November, 1988 after 26 years of scu~nce.
At an original cost of about $800,000 in 1962 plus several improvements such as a new surface
in 1969, it may have been one of the great bargains in science.
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Sandra Kitt, Librarian
Richard S. Perkin Library
Hayden Planetarium
American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 81st Sl
New York, New York 10024

Several years ago a space science historian made an
appointment to use my library. Since the library at the
Hayden Planetarium is considered one of the best
astronomy libraries on the East Coast available to the
general public, I was confident that this patron would
find the resources he needed. When he allured, however, to a three-day symposium held at my institution
thirty years ago, I admit that I was thrown into a state of
confusion. I was sure that the information on the organization, content and results of the meeting existed, but
the question was how to find it among the carton after
carton of stored papers dealing with events held at the
Hayden Planetarium over the previous forty-five years.

..... it important that a[[ organizations and institutions, no mathow sma[' ~ep in mind that
their history is unique, and it is
worth the effort to preserve and
maintain the records and documents which ma~ it unique.
With a little time and extra effort I was able to find
the requested information and was rewarded with the
profuse thanks of the researcher. As a result of this episode, however, it became dear to me that there was a
wealth of research information concerning my organization which was not readily available to me, to other
staff, or to the public. Archives are not my speciality,
and I knew that a professional archivist was what was
needed.
As luck would have it, at this same time I was contacted by a field worker from the New York Historical
Resource Center of Cornell University Libraries about
the possibility of doing an inventory of the historical
documents at the Hayden Planetarium. The ultimate
goal of the project was to form a state information network of historical documents linked by OCLC. While
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the lack of any available records repr .:::irI1inpholdings made it impossible for me to palrticipC:lte.
American Museum of Natural
Hayden is a department) . . .
~
its archival holdings to the
h " l ........

JI."L,"""UlJt"-_L

But the planetarium archives were not clT'1r"1nl .."
ten about. A group of Volunteer Office
agreed to take on the task of
and
over twenty transit
dated from 1934, the year
1980, when there was a ch,m~;e
Ruth Sternfeld, the head of the sev'en-persc~n
been the archivist at the Rockefeller
she retired she put her
and talents to use
volunteer at the Museum.

Trr"",.","n11"_

After looking through a basement storeroom
contained the haphazardly stacked
Mrs .....t-t:l,rnt-t:lltil
agreed that the job could be done
require time (about two years) and arn,r",..,-_II'\'""TAY
posal was
to the rI rr"'"""''''h.......'''... ibecame enthusiastic about
explained that costs would be
more
the price of some
folders and document
along with a comfortable and quiet place in which
team could work.
Once the project began it became apparent to me that
an archive involves more than just the n1"t~Ct:l1MT!:1~tin,n
the historical records of an institution, and the reasons
for forming one go far beyond simply providing historiwas the
cal information to interested researchers.
realization that these records might eventually have
been lost or destroyed-or simply have dis,ap-pe,lre(iand the lose would have been significant
We
were soon discovering important correspondence from
Werner Von Braun, Thomas Mann, and Albert Einstein.
The ravages of years of basement storage were dear.
There was evidence of dampness, rodents
of
course, dust. There were also the effects of the use of
non-stainless steel staples, paper clips, carbon
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are
Archivists have a sense of h."" •..,....'..
institution's documents
use
and
value. The
the
Cw:;toOlan of records in the same
custodian of a collection of books
matter. The
is that the books may
d.UPllcalted. in whole or in
SPt~HlC to a no'ren,n
::lI1"r"hhTtP> collection ..... " .. "'fi
stored and maintained the
than at
Because our project had the supervision of a trained
docuarchivist, we could do more than simply
weed duplicates and ensure their preservation.
An essential step in our project was the preparation of
finding aids to reveal the arrangement of records. These
were arranged in two notebooks, one of which was an
'lin"(:ranf'..,.....,,<y of the collection
and
second. of which was as
listing off aU
h ...... ...... '...... cCJrresJx>rldenoe. A set
cards was
as an
guide to the names
subjects in
inventories, and to bring together subjects which
appeared in various inventories. They
serve to
and
one to a
location for the
vide a brief
of the
and
number of folders

mission.

forever.
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Keith Johnson
Fleischmann Planetarium
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89557
NASA SpaceLink Bulletin Board
Eventually we'll all be networked by way of computers; at least, so claim the PC pundits. NASA has
already taken a step in that direction by providing an
electronic bulletin board system for teachers. It's been
available since early 1988, so I should have mentioned it earlier, but you know how things pile up ,.0
NASA's SpaceLink BBS provides information on
services and resources available to teachers. For
instance, you can get information about the free videoconferencing system available to schools anywhere
in the U.S.A., and beyond, without having to listen to
a secretary with laryngitis try to read off the information over the phone. There are sections devoted to the
Space Science Student Involvement Program (SSIP),
the Lunar Sample Education Project in which many
of us have participated in the past, the SEEDS project,
and many more. There was current information
about the Voyager flyby of Neptune last August.
Operation is simple. Set your modem for 8 bits, no
parity, 1 stop bit (8-N-l). This is a very common setting, so you probably won't have to change anything.
You can operate at 300, 1200, or 2400 baud.
to
Call 205-895-0028. Of course, this will be
to live
long-distance toU charges, unless
in the Huntsville, Alabama area,
probably
excludes a fair fraction of the IPS membership.

a few
nation,
will then
sign up. The Data
puter that runs
your name, school, and
then will
you into the
menu, which looks like this:

NASA/SPACELINK MENU SYSTEM Revision
1.32.00.00
NASA Spacelink Main Menu
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Log Off NASA Space link
NASA Space 1 ink Overview
Current NASA News
Aeronautics
Space Exploration: Before the Shuttle
Space Exploration: The Shuttle and
Beyond
NASA and its Centers
NASA Educational Services
Classroom Materials
Space Program Spinoffs

Enter a number or press RETURN to redisplay menu ...

The above is the main menu you'n see at the start
subsequent calls. You can choose any item from the
this new
menu. Number 8, for example, will give
menu:
NASA Educational Services

O. Previous Menu
1. Return to Main Menu
2. Aerospace Education Services Pro
Education
3. Teacher Resource Centers
4. NASA Spacelink
5. NEWMAST/NEWEST Teacher
6. Other Teacher
7. Space Science Student Involvement
gram (SSIP)
8. Urban Community Enrichment Program
(UCEP)
9. Summer High School
Research Program (SHARP)
10. Lunar Sample Education Pro

11. Science Fairs
12. NASA Educator
13. NASA
Center
Addresses)
14.
Telelecture
15.
for Educators
16. Videoconferences
17. SEEDS
(Grow Tomatoes from
seeds
to space)

them.

the text in a
n...... "',rtI
can choose to
col. If
aren't familiar with X-:m()d€~m, >..JIv'a,-~~ ......u
will even
a
of that ...."',.,,"''''','''c
rtln.·.......

had trouble
There are
and there
storage for 700
of
so your limitation on space infonnation
access will most likely be your relationship with your
long-distance carrier. There is no mail or message censo you can't exchange messages with other users,
but you can leave messages for NASA. Warning: if you
don't call for three months, your account will be deactivated, and you'll have to sign up once again.
Celestial Computing
Science Software, 7370 South Jay Street, Littleton, CO 80123-4661; phone 303-972-4020.
There have been small-scale attempts to create journals concerned with using microcomputers in astronomy, but Celestial Computing seems like a serious, highclass effort. Editor David Eagle says the quarterly journal will focus on computer applications in celestial
mechanics in astronomy, astrometry, and astrodynamics. Primarily he will provide computer methods and
programs, but he also plans to include reviews of books
and technical publications in the field.
In the first issue, there are articles about symbolic
computing and astronomical time calculations; a review
of a book/software combination (Fundamentals of Celestial Mechanics, by Danby); computer listings of some
routines discussed in the articles; and more.
There is a companion unprotected 5.25-inch disk containing many of the programs in QuickBASIC format,
for use on an IBM computer. A subscription to the quardisks is available separately from the printed joursubscription
$24.95;
(four disks), $14.95. There are also
separate
available containing programs on aerosatellites, and astronomy, at prices ranging
20

Minimum of a Master's ae,g;!n:~e
les or a related area; at

courses.
Facilities include a
Series lIb star Df(>lec:tor
H-alpha
a
tory with a 14.5-inch
mobile 24-inch tellescooe.
.A.strono:mv commensurate
or before. Submit
of appUca1tiOJ1.,
vitae, and five references before
.lI. ..... U ..lI.I.AA.•U

Applications will be i::IUIUI~'L.l
Arkansas Freedom of Iru:onmaltiolfl
The Universi:tv
mative action,
actively seeks
women.

Norm Dean
P.O .. Box
Bel Air,
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Cttptottum
Thomas W. Hocking, Education Coordinator
Morehead Planetarium
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Welcome to the Scriptorium!
Just what is a scriptorium? In the Middle Ages, it was
a room found in monasteries where copyists spent
hours creating beautifully crafted manuscripts in order
to more widely disseminate knowledge. In many ways
we who create scripts for planetarium programs have
much in common with those artisans: our aim is to
create a fine document with which to enlighten those
who are exposed to the final product.
The first thing I should say is that I am not an "expert"
at scriptwriting. My stewardship of this column confers
no expertise, but it is evidence of a certain trust by those
who care about this journal. It is my fervent hope that I
will continue to merit that trust.
Many writers employ devices in order to make their
points. My device shall be the dank and dusty halls of
the Scriptorium (I was never one to be content with a
mere "comer"), Together we shall explore the nooks and
crannies of this edifice; ,and in so doing, perhaps we
shaH uncover some of the secrets of the art of crafting a
better script. I encourage all and sundry who have ever
or who have ever thought about writing, a
planetarium script to give serious thought to making a
contribution to this column. The more of us in our
exploration party, the more torches we can carry, and
hence, the more shadows we can cast aside. Perhaps
you have been in a part of the Scriptorium that the rest
of us have avoided. Let's pool our knowledge. I am not
the owner of the Scriptorium and all the knowledge
contained therein, only the caretaker. Send your contributions to me at the address above.
The Journey Begins
Come on in. I know it's pretty dark and dusty in here,
but that should change in a few moments. First I'll tum
on the light. Oh, I almost forgot, I've spent the past few
months installing electricity in the vestibule. That
explains the computer over there in the comer (not to
mention the carousel projectors .... ). Across the room
from the entrance is the door that leads into the interior
of the
Beyond that door my influence ends
and I'm no more quick-witted than
The first thing we
like to do is
we are going. In the case of
like the Scriptorium, we
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go. For the scriptwriter this
method
of navigation won't do at alL As
must be aware
of where we want to go with our script before we leave!
How can we possibly accomplish this tidy bit of relativhave no doubt
istic legerdemain? The answer, as
guessed, lies with perhaps the most powerful of the
writer's tools, the outline.
An outline is a framework
which to flesh out
script. It is also a reflection of
mind set of the writer
and the way that s/he looks at the pn~se:ntaltion
idea. Subtle volumes are "' ....,. . v.n.....
takes toward a subject and
order
one
it. Rather than talking about the outline in the ab~5tnict,
we shall build one. But where in the universe do we
start? The first
in the
is labeled ...
Brainstorm
Much could be
has
devoted to the notion
of the origin of inspiration. Whatever the source-staff
meeting, current
a favorite
idea
springs forth. In our case, the
came about innoour Executive Edicently enough. It was
tor, John Mosley:

"... Most planetariums will
rate the SOOth anr.tl1JPYCW1'1J
the fall of 1992. What
approach should we
navigation, cos:mG'IO{.rtI
20th centuries?
and come up with a
in advance? Will

Introduction:
The Art of
is not as
as some noneducators would lead us to believe.
true communication of ideas involves much more than
the words." For example, when trying to
it is necessary to assume some
on the
of the individuals.
what level is posthe presentais mentioned as a member of the
most of us would assume that anyone
over
age of
would realize that the
being
discussed was an
and not a
bar
from the local store.
the teacher ascertains
that the
"Mars" that a student
that name, then this rhc'r1f',,,,...,.,,,nr .. ,
f1"''' .... f-c.ri before the rest of the lesson can ...,."",rocll£V'l
seem a little "far-fetched"
Irn."\'uTlarjl ....a

are
where a lack of undeJrstc:ln(lmg
the
rather than the
was developed to help students to
overcome a misconception that is
common among students of all
interconnection

and sight.
lessons on
as diverse as the
of the moon or the electromagnetic
too often the educator assumes that the student
understands how it is that our
"see" things, or how
Yet
students are
were able to see a
nr4Cl>cn,nhno-

the center of the

r . .......... -t.,nr<i

nl~n... .c.~", ..'"

C~·"'Tn.t·"",,,,,,,,,, balls some
which have been
different colors
least one blue and one

For each student:

" h y... ,....-t". ....,.....

baH mounted on a stick

Let's look at the
Set the
for the current
Have the first
moon and the
Mars
(Mars should
T." red in
. Have an the materials
for use.
the batteries in the
lesson with an n"t"£",.o/'~n'''c turned
and
on full.
......... n

AA,-",-,AUAh'

Presentation:
the students in a discussion about "why we
see
" Ask the class if
saw the
moon in the
If someone answers that they
then ask them.to
"how could
have seen it?"
...,11. ....... ,_." •. win
respond that "it was there and I
looked at it." Ask
saw the sun or the stars
within the last few
Some students will res'vond.
that
but
probably offer answers
to
student, if asked how they were able to see
them.
that the main reason that we can see
things is so basic that it is often overlooked by people.
To help them better understand why we can see the
stars, the moon, the planets, or other
you are
to
an activity with them. Ask
to look at
classmates in the room, as well as the other '"' ....·.,.v..,~'"
them.
that in a .,....,."'.11"\'"\.:>..... .
""''',01"'<J,-thll'no- will
be
and .o,<"O'l'"'{,r..... 71•.o
won't be
..;>

", ...".1111"\£"1

date. For more lnt·nll"1r"<4lC:'l,Mn,.....
abou t the moon, see
of the Solar
")
to look once

"stars."

is "'h.n ....... nblue to us when we see it in the
of the colored balls.
that we are
tend that this is one of
in our solar system.
Tum on the white flashlight and ask the class to identify
what part of the solar system the flashlight would
resent. (answer: the sun) Shine the light on the
ball. Ask the class to
the color of the planet.
bXl)la1n that in our Solar
the color that we see
we look at a
because of the color of the
that is
it from the sun, but because of the
Mars looks red to us when we
of the
see it in the sky because the surface of Mars is red in
color. But a star like Betelgeuse looks red to us because
is actually red.
the color of light that it is

Send nfl1tprl118C to:
Dr. Gerald

Mallon

m,ltelnaJ[S and invite the
to
Concl ude the lesson

InIJU{OrS

we'll
an nl1,th1"l,a
Over the next several Ins.talJlm(~nt:s,
to this column will build an entire plZlne'tar1Ulm

Let's start with the three
tions:
r"r.".."..,,,',-,.r>"YY

the'm(~S

which

men-

east vs west
15th vs 20th centuries.

DV1""ln'r~~lnn

we
in
for us to tackle is that of
let's take one from
i.t"nr''''''Y1Ino- fun well that we

Next Time: Writers' Tools:

~f·."""~t"a

Below is a review of some
could use

..."" ..."" ..... rt"'lIr1I

announcements
25 """""''"' .... 11''''
to an
to use this ",,,,,,,.,..n . . ·,,,,

translated into
German and ....... <u'nc'h
notation that aU IPS material is ... n'......... OlI'
Hsh
These brochures would
to
nl!:lnt:l.t-!:II'I'''I!:11'1''\C in the
of the world where these lanmembers with skin in
the committee. II-

9. The Planetarium
is chaired
aec:laE~ that two pUbHlcatlOl1lS
be brief and will
civic administrator COIlslClenmg
will offer detlnl jllOIl.S

10. The Planetariums and the Science Crisis Committee
with the direcwas created at the 1989 Council
for
tive to draft a document on this

11. The
tion and
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of Communica1989
was
This committee combines the work of two
that worked last
The committee is
to furWhitt and

13. The

18. Planning Continues for the 1990 IPS Conference to
be held in Borlange, Sweden July 15-20 1990. All members will shortly be receiving specific information on the
event. Invitations to propose, papers and posters have
already been made and hopefully many of you
responded by the deadline. Please plan now on attending this important function, and offer to share your
ideas by your 'active participation as a presenter.
19. IPS Group Travel to IPS '90. As reported in the last
issue, the International Planetarium Society is happy to
announce that group travel plans have been arranged
for members to travel to the IPS '90 Convention in Borlange, Sweden. Updated details of the trip are as follows: Round Trip airfare $726, plus $13 tax, and $40
ground transportation (Note: These prices are based on
the current exchange rate for the U.s. dollar. This may
fluctuate slightly during the year.) Members will fly Icelandic Air and may depart on either Thursday July 12,
or Friday July 13 (limited number of seats per day, and
per city). Departure can be from one of two (possibly
three) gateway cities. Currently the gateways are Baltimore and New York, with a possibility of Boston. The
add-on fares from the members' home cities to the gateways will be based upon the lowest available rates at
the time of booking. Direct all inquires to:

the 1989 Council
a formal written ...."""'.""""","""
from the Kendall
of the '--',,,...
Science and Industry was submitted to Fresld,ent
tagh on behalf of the IPS Council. The
letters of invitation from the President the Ml1S€~unr\1
from city officials, and from the Portland
tors Association. The packet described some
advantages of holding the
in Portland dunne:
the summer of 1994. Also, Mike
of the Astronaut Memorial Hall of Brevard Cotrununity
Cocoa, Florida formally invited IPS to
Conference at their new facility. Mike distributed
rials to the IPS representatives and commented on
of the highlights that a convention in Cocoa
to the convention participants. The difficult deClSllon
between these two excellent choices win be made at
year's Council Meeting, therefore, please let
sentative know your thoughts on this subject
meeting. If possible, all affiliates are urged to discuss
the matter at their annual meetings, or somehow
their members prior to the Council meeting. (For
of you who are members of the IPS but not members
secrea local affiliate, please drop me a note and as
tary and I will attempt to represent your
on
the matter.) *
""'v' ...

" - V ' .... , ... jIO,. ...

In dosing, I wish to thank all of the people who have
contributed to the growth of our profession i-hl"rUllo-h
their work in IPS, especially those mentioned
And to all those who are considering paJrtl(~lpi:Hic)n,
urge you again to join in! I look forward to o-~lnn"lIO'
your involvement!

Sigmund Travel Bureau, Inc.
262 S. 12th Street, Suite 206
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107
Phone: (215) 735-0090
20. On the topic of conferences, please note that there
are two proposals for the 1994 IPS Conference. During

* These addresses are listed on p. 4 of The

IJln1'lot,rJ1'1IfJ1I1

Quotations on Believing
Beware of false knowledge; it is more dangerous than
ignorance.

True science teaches, above all, to doubt and to be
ant.

-George Bernard Shaw

-Miguel de Unamuno

Though a good deal is too strange to be believed, nothing
is too strange to have happened.

We certainly are not to deny whatever we cannot
account for. A thousand phenomena present themselves
daily which we cannot explain, but where facts are
gested, bearing no analogy with the laws of nature as yet
known to us, their verity needs proof proportioned to
their difficulty. A
mind will weigh well
opposition of the phenomenon to everything hitherto
observed, the strength of the testimony by which it is
supported, and
errors and misconceptions to
even our senses are

-Thomas Hardy

There can be no security in the conclusions if the premises are not understood.
-Dr. Samuel Johnson

Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know.
-Montaigne

It is the customary fate of new
and to
as superstitions.

to begin as
-T. H.

-Thomas jetlten;on
I-1P".'P<::'1,O'C

~"VICl.'I"

Skepticism,
readily.

not

rennUl!J.IS/1ea

too

North Museum
*****

Gazette
Ken Wilson in ;:,e'DtE~mloel' s
eX1Dre'SSE~d concern that the Richmond me'''''''"'' ..... nC01:1talne'd too little
while Ken referred to a
he conducted in Tucson which suggested that
IPS conferences
that more
on the
and less on
C111Mrcnr

"'-1--1-,01:'\'41'"." .....

The

''''(,.nTl,CY

was asked of 25 IPS members
attended
conferences:

que~;tl(m

submit them
included in the

to
March issue of
*****

etc. at IPS conwe dearly
BOTH. The Pierce(llsaglreement" " is largely a reflection of the last
rn.o.o-l-l1,o-o;: held at two
different places. At Tucmecca, it made sense to
son, an astronomy
place more emphasis on that subject than on planetariof
sc. This seemed especially important in
iFl" .. accident. At Richmond, however,
was true. (How
travellea to see the Leander
with its fine Clark """""...."''''t-,...."..
'\,...A'lQ .... "

...

iran
astronomicalliterarure.
The ASP has workshol'S
both the "' ...................
also

As I stated in my response to Donna Pierce's Gibbous
Gazette item, I believe that the primary focus of an I.P .5.
conference should be planetariums. Purely astronomical
information is available via many effective existing
organs (e.g. Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, Science News,
Mercury, Griffith Observer, numerous colleges and universities, and regular meetings of the A.s.P., A.A.S.,
I.A.V., etc.). Trying to duplicate their efforts is clearly
redundant and wasteful. Where I.P.S. bests serves its
membership is as a communications conduit that concentrates on the issues, problems, products, services,
experiences, discoveries, inventions, research, and so
on, directly related to the unique medium of the planetarium. Thus, I feel that a 15 minute paper on 'Computer Generated All-Sky Rooms' is more important than
a one hour lecture on 'Beta Pictoris'. The surveys of the
I.P.S. membership that we conducted before the 1988
conference showed that most respondents wanted more
planetarium oriented presentations and less general
astronomy. The surveys also showed a preference for
scheduling field trips either at the beginning or the end
of the conference so that those with limited time and/or
budgets could opt out of the field trips without missing
the main program presentations.
Although I feel that the main focus of an LP.s. conference needs to be planetarium-related, other allied program elements can be very appropriate and welcome.
Behind-the-scenes tours of important observatories,
tours to archeo-astronomy sites, and events like solar
eclipses can offer attendees unique experiences related
to their professions. I think the important aspect here is
the word 'unique'. They need to be significant experiences that aren't readily available elsewhere. Why travel
half-way around the world to hear another lecture on
Cygnus X-I when you could (or have) just as easily read
the lecturer's papers on the subject? Indeed, variations
in the program mix of LP .5. conferences are inevitable
due to such factors as the proximity of field trip locations of interest, the costs of obtaining invited speakers,
the amount of outside sponsorship available for speakers and other program elements, the number of attendees and submitted papers, the capacity and time available in the host planetarium, and so on. Such variety is
good, if for no other reason than to give each conference
an individual flavor of its own. Just as long as we don't
lose sight of the primary focus- PLANETARIVMS.
Let me finish by warning future I.P.S. conference
hosts that, no matter what, there's going to be somebody who doesn't like the way you plan and run the
conference. An
can do is try to satisfy the Tr'l"'V'l>"'1nr
with the resources you have
who have COinplaults, ..........
etc. about
let me
'"''''''..... 1£'' ...... known IN
to make
y""",r.'y,,.. offered to host
,'ULJ'u.... J.... ,

rlnC'.,o"..... c

yourself Digistar, ask for it before
agenda is set, not after it's over. If
planners what you want before
to get it!

not

Ken Wilson
The Ethyl Universe Planetarium

*****
(The response that follows was accurrlpanied
note: Thanks for the invitation to comment on a
about which I have a strong
Although my own
papers presented at conferences are
on "'V'~"""''''&
effects or electronics, I don't want to see a conference
dominated by an us-or-them philosophy. Since I knew
others who enjoy debate, I networked with
friends and we have the following opllmcm
Richard Pirko)
What is an appropriate mix for IPS conferences? We
must first define the end to which we are
the
accurate, informative depiction of the universe in
we live. The accuracy challenge was well stated
Jeanne Bishop (IPS 1988 Richmond, March 1989 Planetarium) and widely supported by all who wrote in
response.
However, we seem to quickly divide into set)ar,ate
camps of planetariums vs.
and entertainment vs. education. Encouraged
mass u .....uu,..,
many of us view learning and recreation as exclusive
activities. They do not have to
as shown
the
numbers of amateur astronomers,
wildlife photographers for whom a
natural world forms the core of their recreation. Educacolumn from
tion should never be placed in a
entertainment.
The marvelous technical innovations and
of
the planetarium field are necessary, but the best
equipped planetarium cannot compete with the multimillion dollar effects of Hollywood. We cannot and
must not try to make a show run on its effects or a
name narrator. To do so would make us only a
rate imitation of the mass media.
The other side of this
science and the total
Attitudes like 'No one will understand or caret! serve
to isolate our
and foster scientific elitfrom the mainstream of modem astrOltlmnV
r"n'HC>l'~O'iO in the

The Wall Street Journal and others.
With this in mind we make a
for the continued
of
in conference schedules.
We in the
have a vehicle to
knowledge of
c~'~~/~~"is
makto audiences who trust us as authori-

tarian
and
omy. This
the basics in the l-,,~'''''''''''r.,

John Beaver
Dept. of Astronomy
Ohio State University

~"-"'H"""'''''''Cl,

Mike DiMuzio
and Astronomy
...... u ..... vu", Nebraska

and Astronomy
Stat(' University, Ohio

The 1990 IPS Conference will be different
be
an
role in eXlpmnng
different culture.
Additional
related
sites
ble and broaden our horizons. These
offered at times when all conference me'mlber's

Susan Peterson
Missouri
Richard Pirko

worked in a '"",,,.."" .......... ,," v ........................ ""' ..... ,
we have a lot to learn from one ", ... ,,,,'1-",,,,,,,
these conferences are all about.

of Physics and Astronomy

State University, Ohio
Lane E. S.

*****

I"n~·"-o .. nr\,..," est)Cciail
all sky and
programare not very helpful for those who
return to a facility equipped with a few manually controlled ektagraphics.
hLU"\Otlt

from a
I

It's no easy task presenting the many and diversified
facets of the planetarium at IPS Conferences, but there
are fundamental common curriculum goals. Planetariums are centers for learning astronomy and we should
continue
the subject as attractive, curious and
as
Let's not
that visuals and the
must
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SOCIeties. and conferences.

In the
I have
satisfied with the mix
of conference activities. I feel
the malJOY'lty (at)pr'Ox
sessions should be . .
tarium
from the
comon the other
are a valued addition to our
conferences. To listen to what researchers are 1a"' ....nll
all
broaden our
and understalnd1ng. Even when the Sp€~a.l.<E~r 1Il.tf()dl1CE!S
ni"'iho.rII

n"'I1'n'\1.",y

Sometime

ht:l>ll-uT&"i"n """'."""-" ..

11'\ 0-

Kenneth Adams
Planetarium
Redding, California

....rol......."'..rtl'1...

Editor's note: Please see Gibbous Gazette for Donna Pierce's
response.

TC-IOI SOLAR SYST
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\ planetariums
Conic
are used
throughout the world.
orreries

in

With their unique ability to convert
instantly from a Heliocentric to a
Geocentric display, they
planetari.ums with exceptional
educational value.
Brig~t, colo:fu1
1.-mages g1.-ve
aesthetic
addition to

proJectors,
and Zooms.

Conic projectors are capable
bei~ interfaced with computers
for precision multi-axis
motion control.
CUSTOM PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

219 WORCESTER N.E ... GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49503 .. PHONE (616] 451-0159

THE DIGISTAR UNI

A new experience for your plane
OIGISTAR is the world's
first and only planetarium and
space theater projection system
based on sophisticated computer
graphics. Instead of mechanical
components, DIGISTAR relies
on computer graphics to project
standard planetarium features,
plus special effects that are totally
unique to DIGISTAR.
A COMPLETE,
EXPANOABLE SYSTEM
DIGISTAR is delivered with
all of the hardware and software
required to generate images and
project them onto a dome. The
system features an extensive
software package that can be
easily updated and expanded.
Some of the standard DIGISTAR
features include:
• 3-D outlines of 88
constellations
• Travel through space and
time, spatially flying through
400 parsecs
• Proper motion of the stars and
constellations one million
years into the future or past
• Instant positioning from the
current sky to any other sky in
the past or future
• Alternate skies-Gamma Ray,
Ray, Radio and Infrared
• Meteors, galaxies and special
effects
• Sun, planets and their moons,
comets and asteroids with
their motions accurately computed using a Keplerian model
• 3-D drawing package to create
your own effects
• Extensive users library-free
to all DIGISTAR owners

x-

A An interior view of the Omniversum
Space Theater in The Hague, Nether-

..

St. Louis skyline presented by

DIGISTAR. With DIGISTAR, your planetarium visitors can fly through a computer data base of your city or through
the DIG /STAR universe. Created by HOK
Computer Service Corp., St. Louis, Mo.
.. The DIGISTAR installation at the
McDonnell Star Theater at the Sf. Louis
Science Center The DIG/STAR projector
lens can be seen in the projection pit in
the center of the star theater and always
projects from be/ow the springline of the
dome.

OIGISTAR USERS
GROUP
All DIGISTAR owners
belong to the DIGISTAR Users
Group. This provides an efficient
and economical way to share
information, and to exchange
special effects ... at no charge!
No other planetarium system
can offer this powerful way to
expand instrument capabilities
and horizons.
..

drawing of a proposed NASA

space station created on DIGISTAR.

Special effects let your
planetarium visitors
more than astronomy. lVl\JlCL.U1C:~
and chemical designs may be
jected on the dome
life; engineering and scientific
designs can be displayed, then
rotated, panned and zoomed, to
study, to educate and to entertain. A variety of other data bases
and special effects can be displayed and manipulated, in real
time. DIGISTAR is truly unique
because what you create and project on the dome of your planetarium is limited only by your
imagination. Learn how you can
bring a new universe ... the
DIGISTAR tdniverse ... to
your planetarium.
For more information, call
Jeri Panek, DIGISTAR sales.

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
580 Arapeen Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
Telephone: (801) 582-5847

lands. The DIGISTAR projector is located
in the center of the star theater, permittmg an unobstructed view of the entire

maneuvering unit (MMU)

dome and proViding maximum seating

used by NASA astronauts to perform a

capacity

variety of tasks in space.

l1li
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Donna C. Pierce
Highland Park I.S.D. Planetarium
4220 Emerson
Dallas, Texas 75205
And the question is: "When attending IPS conferences,
what do you consider an appropriate mix of papers, guest
speakers, and field trips dealing with the multiple facets of the
planetarium field and astronomy?"
I would like to thank Ken Wilson (Universe Planetarium/Space Theatre, Science Museum of Virginia) for
addressing my Where is the Astronomy? in his Letter to
the Editor in the September 1989 issue of The Plan.etarian, and also to associate editor Lonny Bakel' (Morrison
Planetarium, California Academy of Sciences) for making the question the topic for Forum in this issue.
I believe some of "us" cannot see the sial'S for the special effects. According to the Thorndike and Barnhart
dictionary, planewium is defined as: "apparatus that
shows the movements of the sun, moon, planets, and
stars by projecting lights on the inside of a dome" and
astronomy as: "the science that deals with the sun,
moon, planets, stars, and other heavenly bodies." Since
time began man has strayed off course and sooner or
later returns to basic fundamentals. More is not always
better and most of us will admit that star shows will be
favorites forever and ever and ever! It goes without saying we must remain innovative and open to change and
new ideas. I agree with the GPPA Conference theme
that "Planetaria should build on the solid foundation of
being a source of astronomy education while embracing
the new and exciting worlds of technology and entertainment." I think, therefore I (whoops, wrong quotation!). I believe IPS has emphasized too much of the
technology and entertainment and not enough of the
education. Am I wrong in thinking more of us consider
the planetarium to be an educational resource rather
than a business? It's the same old story of "education"
versus "entertainment", and I plead guilty in not relating my preferences on conference surveys as Ken mentioned in his letter. Therefore, I am asking each of you
to join me in answering such surveys with a more dedicated response than just a filling-in-the-blanks
assignment! I want more of a balance between astronomy and technology and am trying to provoke the
membership into making astronomy the first priority!
That's all. It's an old war that needs fighting from time
to time.
Kudos:
To Voyager 2! What a thrill it was to be at the Cape as
a guest of JPL that day in August of 1977! I wish I could
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hug you Voyager L.--"~J'ILA
tations, and we
you well as
to fa tJhonn.
depths of space we are trying so
to you and your twin Voyager 1, we plame'taI1all.S
well equipped to teach the latest on our solar .;:.'u.,;:tIP1"nl
To the International Dark-Sky
I am
familiar with what's happening
in Texas because
the Texas Astronomical Society charges over
person attending the Texas Star Party each
changing out the lighting in the towns of
and Fort Davis-those within fifty miles of McDonald
Observatory. It also helped that the Board McDonald
was able to get legislation passed requiring the low
pressure sodium fixture. John Cotton (Science Place
Planetarium) has played a major role in this ende'1V()f
and I fondly recall the night he,
Snow and Bob
Kelley (San Antonio College Planetarium) and I were
the Observatory one night jumping up and down
watching our shadows by Venus light! It's dark down
there.
To Challenger Learning Centers at Howard B.
Science Center, Greenbelt, Maryland and to Houston
Museum of Natural Science--congratulations on
in full operation!
To all of you who have paid your IPS dues; now
and get your affiliate friends to do the same! ,...........".".
owe me one!)
Cas ligations:
To Science Museum and Planeial'ium of Palm Beach
County, Inc., Department of Lunarian Affairs, 4801
Dreher Trail North, West Palm Beach, Florida 33405.
Also under the name Univel'Sal Lunal'ian Society and
Registry, Inc. And we thought the Star Registry was
just awful-well wait until you hear this one! Are
ready to own an acre on the Moon. At least there would
be no grass to mow. For $50 an acre the Museum
$20 as a fund raising mechanism and sends the 1I"IPnn~11n_
ing $30 to the Lunarian Society at the South Florida Science Museum. As Mickey Schmidt (U.s. Air Force
Academy Planetarium) so ably points out: "it's
quality and perhaps fraudulent. The mailing
poorly of the planetarium in Florida and reflects on our
profession as well. Personally I find this to be an
obscene fund raising method. First, the title is, of
course, good for nothing but that is never pointed out.
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and thank both members for
~"t-.n-""t-.,....,n I

Have You Heard?
Rick Greenawald moved last October from Planetarium Curator of the Louisiana Arts and Science Center
Planetarium in Baton
to take on the
of
Planetarium Curator
new T.C. ~nn""':li'" PII~n,lPt~r_
~l,en(:e ....·.... h,"'...a with the
Mountain Science
South
does Mark
Center in
Petersen have room for all of this??)? The new theater
Evans & :;uth€~rla.na
a 50-foot tilt
to
of 1990 and
any of
and see this new
(again)
Mark and
Ness Productions) were not the
mE~mlbel'S to be married in a
Ste..
~~'utnem Cayuga
Planetar",or","",... j~" he and wife Jan (while
were
1InoFlorida Museum and Bishop l-'l,ame'tar'imn
were married under the stars in
Sky Theatre in 1982
Hare
Planetarium) and
·'(4.1£'........

lanletalnUlm)

a lesson in sPE~tros
to find a rental car
Lonre'rerlce. Due to the
",,,,,,,,'o''1tror'i

sen. The Petersens and
geulng the
2 Nenttlne

and

Planetarian of the Year.
. . . ,. . . ,... "".,"" from
Union as well as
man astronaut
chief
of the
Saturn V rocket Arthur Rudolf, and
von Puttkamer (NASA's senior strategic plann~~r

see Gibbous on.
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• Spare parts from Seiler
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factory trained Seiler technicians

Call Pearl Reilly at
aboutJ
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projectors and accessory

JI ••
170 E. Kirkham Ave. St. Louis, Missouri 63119-1791 (314) 968-2282
1-800-444-7952

FAX: 314-968-2637
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MODERN OPTICS

Vice President:
Council President:
Execu ti ve ::,e(~reitarV:
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for the next issue of
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the National AcadlemlV
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GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION-

The 1989 GPPA Conference was
MueUer Planetarium in
,~VV
13-14. The rn1".toPT'oPnt'oP
time.
~,.,..,
next issue.
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in
to Loris
of
articles and
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DutJllsJhed in Italian. All of
rloPC;!('Ir11 h.O the

Bjorling's Road, 255-781 50, '-"-' ....... AI's:;...... , Sweden.
PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION-{PPA)
The 1989 fall conference of the Pacific Planetarium
Association was held October 19-22 at the Gladwin
Planetarium, Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, Santa Barbara, California, with over 40 members
attending. Hosts were Fred and Nancy Marschak. The
Astronomical Unit, a SBCC club which supports the
activities of the Gladwin Planetarium, also supported
the conference. In addition to paper sessions, participants visited Astro Aerospace Corporation, makers of
deployable spacecraft booms. Invited speakers included
Dr. Alan Hoffman, Santa Barbara Research Corp., who
spoke on ''The Revolution of Infrared Astronomy" and
Steve Matousek, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, on "Voyager II at Neptune: The Discoveries." A complete report
will be published in the PP A' s journal Panorama.
Lonny Baker of the Morrison Planetarium reports
that the following Bay Area planetariums sustained no
significant damage from the October 17 earthquake:
Chabot College (Hayward) Chabot Science Center
(Oakland), College of San Mateo, Holt Planetarium
(Berkeley), Independence High School (San Jose),
Minolta Planetarium (Cupertino), Morrison Planetarium (San Francisco), and San Francisco City College.

Mike Hutton, Director of the Brevard
Florida will
College Planetarium in
SEPA script bank through the 1990 conference.
SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
-{SWAP)
The Dallas/Fort Worth area planet:ariclns
annual covered -dish
Howard Estes. Planetariums
Worth Science and
Independent School
School District; Mesquite Schools; Richardson In(llependent School District; Richland
Cosmic
Science Place 2; Tyler Junior
Planetarium and Astral Projections. (August Sanchez of TRAX
Instrument Corporation, Albuquerque, NM was
on the
guest. Mr. Sanchez was in the area
ostat at Richardson I.S.D.

I

The 1990 SWAP Conference will be held at the
nall
Tyler
June 5-8. For additional
contact
Walker, Director.

PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

tJun'(Jlus continued

No report. Ian McGregor, representative.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
No report. Mickey Schmidt, representative.
SOUTHEAST
(SEPA)

PLANETARIUM

ASSOCIATION-

The 1990 SEPA conference will be at the Hummel
Planetarium of Eastern Kentucky University in June,
with Director Jack Fletcher acting as host. Additional
information on the conference will be forthcoming.
The 1991 SEPA conference will be hosted by several
planetaria in the Atlanta area.
SEPA Southern Skies editor, Linda Hare, is developing
a network of state liaisons for input into the newsletter.
Sue Griswold of the Kelly Planetarium in Charlotte,
NC, reports plans for a new installation (please see the
MAPS regional news).
Baton Rouge planetarian Rick Greenwald has
accepted the directorship of the Hooper Planetarium at
the Roper Mountain Science Center in Greenville, SC.
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make such realms of words come out in such C0I1C1~;e
minutes?; who else could
of the membershi p to commit to untold
else could win the .........."' . . A........s:;.......
crowd of 100 finalists?;
tional articles aDloealnnlS!
year? We love
for the
1I...:""'''&-Y7

Here's to 1990

With a new granddaughter (yes, she's number three
grandchild);
a Council Meeting in of all
Athens,
a
McDonald lh~fJI'I",;r~tr\1I"'I.),
celebrate its 50th Anniversary on top of Mt. Locke
at SuI Ross in Alpine; two weeks of trout AA.,;p"Ln.,s:;.
Montana; new working buddies on the Task
Committees I chair; all the fabulous members
written in to Gibbous Gazette; the best .n ....~.n __f'n .."---world with Highland Park I.S.D.; and a husband
years who wants a divorce. Well, seven out of
makes 1989 livable (see, yours was even better)!
what 1990 might bring! I wish each of you
ness in the coming year. See you in Sweden!
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What's New
Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the Rockies
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana 59717
One of the most exciting new things lately has been
the planet Neptune, newly seen through the camera
eyes and sensors of Voyager. If you did as we did, and
played the JPL satellite broadcasts for your public to
see, you may also have been gratified as we were by the
tremendous public interest and response. Those spacey
special events can still pack 'em in, especially when
there are new and pretty sights to be seen.
And so this issue's installment begins with a few
sources of Neptunian goodies that may help in taking
advantage of the current interest-sources of which you
may very well be aware, but for which you may not
mind a reminder.
Views of Neptune
A set of 20 35mm slides of the Neptunian system
(JPL-17 Voyager Mission to Neptune) is available
through the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, but the way you
get to them is-like Galileo's trajectory to Jupiter-a bit
indirect. Write or call the Teaching Resource Center,
JPL, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Mail Stop CS530, Pasadena,
CA 91109, (818) 354-6916 for a Special Pricing Order
Form (available only
JPL). Then mail this form
with your
to Finley12607 E. Philadelphia
Whittier, CA 90601.
cost of the slide set
with the special order form. Also aVi:ulable
_... "'."'h ..... "" slide sets

pans the surface and then zooms you down for a computer-generated "you are there" view of the Triton horizon.
If you missed the NASA-Select transmission,
get the tape in a variety of other ways. First,
order copies of the tape directly from JPL's COIUfClcn,ng
video company: The Video Tape Company, 10545 Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601, (818) 9851666. The cost is $34.40 for the half-inch version,
for the three-quarter-inch version.

Secondly, you can get a copy of the tape from
send a sealed half-inch VHS tape to Peter McClosky,
JPL, Teaching Resource Center, CS-530, 4800 Oak Grove
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109, (818) 354-6919, and he'll
have the Highlights tape copied onto it. Be sure to send
your requests on your organization's stationary, and be
advised that duplication is
but can take
to
month for turnaround.

An
would be to check with
NASA center;
have access to
another route.
Another

\CA. ....... .<.<'''"-.<u,

Great Dark Spot "movies," a sequence of raw Im«:igesmostly rings and Triton-received around the
closest approach, and that neat Triton sequence
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Other NASA Audiovisuals
If you

to

the

'-'v'........... ,..... 1-"'11"1""'1"\0-

Order

ue<:emloer 1989

do take a look at the other offerings obtainable through
Finley-Holiday Films. They offer a nice selection of
videotapes on manned flight and planetary science missions for $25.00 apiece, slide/ cassette programs on same
for $11.00 each, and a similar variety of 20-slide sets for
$6.00.
One of the videos offered (hardly new, but a favorite
of mine) is "Universe," a half-hour NASA-produced
trek through the cosmos narrated by Captain Kirk, William Shatner. It's been available for years as a 16mm
film, and is now conveniently offered in videotape.
Made in the post-Viking but pre-Voyager 70's, the program is growing a trifle incomplete in current knowledge of the planets, but otherwise holds up remarkably
well. You can regularly see visual snippets of the film in
other programs and on the TV news when space scenes
are needed. It makes an excellent introduction to the
universe for astronomy classes or the general public,
and is a good item to stock on your gift shop's video
shelf.
One of the slide sets that I particularly like is a set
called JPL-16 Future Missions, a breathtaking group of
colorful artists' depictions of the Galileo, Magellan,
Mars Observer & Rover, Ulysses, CRAF/Cassini, Hubble Space Telescope, and other missions. Also included
are shots of the real Magellan and Galileo spacecraft in
their testing laboratories, with people about for scale.
It's a must-have set for telling your public about what's
in store in the area of unmanned space exploration.
Another set I can recommend for history buffs is JPL7 Historical Missions, featuring early unmanned probes
like Explorer 1, Ranger, Surveyor, Pioneer, Mariner, and
some of the early moon and Mars images obtained from
some of them-stuff that I sometimes find a bit hard to
find these days. These are good sets to round out the
old slide file.
Yet another good way to get NASA audiovisual materials is to snatch them out of the air. We're finding this
true since we installed a satellite receiving system at our
museum-just in time for Voyager 2's flyby of Neptune-and rediscovered the NASA-Select channel.
For the record, the channel is Transponder 13 on the
GE SATCOM F2R satellite (71 0 W. longitude, 3960
MHz, vertical polarization, C-band), and it really is a
gold mine. In addition to the Voyager transmissions
and the Neptune Highlights, we've already plucked off
some great live footage of October's Atlantis/Galileo
mission. If you've got access to a satellite dish and a
VCR to record transmissions, you can begin a veritable
space video library.
With our new-found satellite link to the outside
world from the wilds of Montana, we've also been able
to tap into the NASA Education Satellite Videoconfer-

ence Series on the satellite Westar IV (99 0
19, originating from Oklahoma State
1989-90 series includes four programs. Two
run as of this issue's appearance; these Df(){IT'arras
tured planetary exploration, and flight
NASA Dryden Hight Research Center. The 'll'P'I1n.::nn1'1110'
two programs are titled "Space Science in the
room," including among other things the
tion Exposure Facility and its 12 million tomato seeds
(assuming, as of this writing, that LDEF is sw:cesstuU
retrieved from orbit), and "Robotics in Space," featurilng
activities with robotics and computers. These n1l"1"'<f'n"~Vlr'\c:!
will air January 23 and March 27 respectively.
If the early programs are indications, these win
include reports from experts, demonstrations, V1Cleotat:>e
sequences, classroom activities, and
answer sessions with callers from "'",,.,............
The official literature states that these DrCJ21'anlS
interactive and designed to be viewed live,
also quite good for recording and later playback.
you register as a "participating site," you also get useful
materials to accompany the programs.

To receive site registration materials, write to: Videoconference Series, Aerospace Education Services
Oklahoma State University, 300 North Cordell,
ter, OK 74078-0422.
Lastly, I hear by way of Jack Dunn through the GPP A
newsletter that another clever videotape based on
data is available from Western World Telefilm, 10523
Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601. The
inch videotape includes liLA: The Movie,"
Movie," "Mars: The Movie," and "Miranda:
Movie." In these films, JPL takes Landsat and SPc:lcecratt
images and turns them into computer
through which you fly-it's a great way to wow
audiences if you have a video projector. The tape sells
for $29.95. Check also your NASA Teacher Resources
Center for copies of the mini-films on the video
Videotape of the Night Sky
Last issue I mentioned ASP's audio tapes of the
sky; recently, I stumbled across a video tape of the
sky, called "Guide to Backyard Astronomy" and mar..
keted by Crescent Productions, P.O. Box 60612, ...
vale, CA 94088.

111non,;7_

The 40-minute tape is literately narrated
other than Tom Gates. The program
sizes the use of star charts and binoculars for nn,Q,OT'Ul'nIO"
and includes very good sections on how to use
Also included are sections on finding the
sealsolnal
star patterns and selected
objects, and necessarily generic sections on the moon and visible planets.
with tidbits of information and observing
interspersed throughout.
",-,JLl.;;>U,JA
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I did notice one misstatement (namely, that the
moon's orbit is inclined 5 degrees to earth's equator
rather than to its orbital plane), and several statements
or situations that in my opinion may confuse (for example, showing a crescent moon while mentioning the
new moon). But if I had one general quibble, it would
be that I was a bit distracted in the constellation section
by a lack of consistent visual presentation. For example,
in some of the (computer simulated?) starfield images,
the constellation patterns were easy to pick out; in others, the background star clutter made it difficult. Sometimes line patterns and sighting· lines were superimposed on the starfields, sometimes the scene crossfaded
to a similarly-oriented white-on-black star chart line figures, and sometimes the viewer was left to find the patterns on his or her own.
The saving grace, of course, is that you can watch the
tape over and over if you miss something-preferably
with a star chart or planisphere handy. A folded-up
paper star chart is in fact included with the tape. It's one
of those circular "full-sky" charts with Polaris in the
center and the southernmost star patterns visible at
northern mid-latitudes all around the perimeterserviceable if you know how to interpret it, but looking
hand-drawn.

the "omnimount" under your special
gravity.

center

The omnimount sells for around
including shipping. Omnimount Systems itself
bly won't sen them to you, but
will refer
dealer who will.
The second mount is a silver camera mount
Burle Security Products
PA
5688. The distributor we got them from is H&R
P A 19134
ration, 401 E. Erie Avenue,
is a surplus distributor with und'1plu-"IJ~r'lnrl()'"
can take time to get

"Guide to Backyard Astronomy" is another potential
aid for learning about how to look at the sky, and
reviewing what you learn. As always, preview before
you stock. As I recall, it retails for about $30.00.

At any
they're alternatives to the coffee
Granted, they're more expensive than a
but they're also sturdier,
cause less
have
probably take up less room. If
that
clever supporting devices or
to share, let me know, and rIllet P"ITd::llr"ll,hr\,rhr

Support Your Special Effects

Calendars, . . . .

It we're honest, most of us will likely admit that during our careers we've probably used everything under
the sun to shore up special effects-cardboard boxes,
coffee cans, the venerable two-by-four in various
lengths.

last
the 1989 calendar
Since we're to
it's time to
for a new one.
astronomical
possibilities are available.

But there are other (if more expensive) ways to support special effects that have to peer over a projection
gallery wall, including two mounts whose descriptions
follow. These devices were first sniffed out by Richard
Cheek of the Staerkel Planetarium, and we also have
used them here at the Taylor Planetarium with some
success.
The first is a camera mount for small surveillance TV
cameras, manufactured by Omnimount Systems, 10850
Vanowen Street, North Hollywood, CA 91605, (818)
766-9000. There are a bunch of models available; we use
model #STX-MP-50 C, a svelte black 9 1/2-inch tall number that can support up to 20 pounds. It has a top plate
to which you can bolt a projector (or a piece of wood on
which is mounted a projector), and which swivels on a
ball joint attached to the stand. The stand has a bottom
plate that you can bolt it your gallery shelf. It's very
sturdy, and works exceedingly well so long as you put

A.A,.;;AU.... 4IlUJ,.iJI,

Calendars

Hansen Planetarium's 1990 'Wonders of the
verse" is its usual
wi th
and
unusual pictures, and the little calendar
crammed with
anniversaries and useful
watching tips.
retail is $8.95 from Hansen
15
Planetarium,
Street, Salt Lake
offers its
tographs, with side-bar articles each month hl~~h11lg.hltlnlg
a current
entries
Suggested retail
Kalmbach
P.O. Box
ing Co., 21027
sha, WI 53187.
An organization called 21st LennlTV fit;::;tx.:ldl:let;.
Box 65473,
D.C.
calendar called
Tour of the Solar '··;,u~::!f-OW'Y\l
with a variety of planetary views and some
versaries. It advertises for $10.00, with a

The

Secret

Secretversion
card that was sent to me earlier in the
for review. Both are from
T.
zone
P.O. Box
San t<tanCl:SCO
'" I"..........'"

CII.., .... '" ...,rt

..,.,rl

.LV .......lJlVA .....

the variations in
scaled with the .......".... ""..........
decli]l1atiOll, and the
of Time
minutes fast
COll1talrung ""'C''''''''''~firil other references and
earth orbit with

1i'n!:lI1"V1Inn-

Be careful with these.
is no C11~;tlrict],On
between an analemma as traced out in the
that is
sundial-fashion on the
confuse the uninitiated.
cln...... n,'" statements
sun
number
..... "'40'.31 .....,4-1 .. , calculate the lati-

don't.

SPACE VOYAGE

By Spitz, Inc., originator of the
dome theatre. Supplier of planetariums,
projection domes, lighting and multimedia systems since 1945.

IN~.

0, Box 198, Route

Chadds Ford, PA 19317 USA

Phone: (215) 459-5200

IPS 190 in Scandinavia
As you all know by now, the next IPS meeting takes place in Borlange, Sweden, July 15-19 1990. It may still seem
far away, but the months go fast. When you read this, the deadline for sending in an abstract is already
We
have received a considerable number of good abstracts, ensuring interesting sessions for contributed papers during
IPS'90.
The Invitation and Preliminary Program will be printed and sent out in January to an who have requested an
tation. You must request an Invitation to be sent one. Please drop me a note if you haven't already! The Invitation
contains the registration forms both for the Conference and the Post Conference Tour to Finland July
these are the deadlines:
.. Post Conference Tour Registration deadline: April 1, 1990.
.. IPS '90 Conference Registration deadline: May 15, 1990.
We are planning for a successful meeting and invite you to be part of it!
Lars Broman, IPS '90 Conference Chairman
Galaxen Convention Center
Jussi BjOrling's Road 25
5-781 50 Borlange, SWEDEN
Fax No. +46-243 743 02

Taking Astronomy To The People

APRIL

, 1

Astronomy clubs" Science Nuseums JI Astronomy departments" -Planetariums"
etc. wishing to purchase a 120 page handbook of suggestions for hosting
local events shoUld send $5.00 plus postage &handling to the -address below.
Postage is $2.00 in the United States -$3.00 for surface mail outside the
Uni ted States and $S. 00 for Airmail. AII,.funds mus-t be in U. S. dollars.
Checks should be made payable to the Astronomical League.
Organizations- wishing free rules and entry forms for the Astronomy
Day Award (for the organization that hosts the best Astronomy Day EventsJ
without ordering the entire handbook should send a self addressed, stamped
legal size envelope to:
Gary E. Tomlinson
Astronomy Day Coordinator
Astronomical League
c/o Chaffee Planetarium
54 Jefferson, S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-456-.3985
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Georgia Neff
Lakeview Museum of Arts and Sciences
1125 West Lake Avenue
Peoria, Illinois 61614
This. month from George Reed of Spitz, Inc., PO Box
198, Rt. 1, Chadds Ford, PA 19317, come some little cartoons he has used for his newspaper columns. His style
is lighthearted, but the content is real science. We are
sure
will find something you can use. Additional
George Reed cartoons appeared in Naked i Astronomy,
published by the IPS earlier this year.
I am always looking for contributions. If you have
some black and white artwork you use in 'your facility,
why not share it with other planetariums? Send drawings or good photocopies to me at the above address.
Thanks!

BEGINNING
ASTROPHYSICS

TAURUS

De<:emlber 1989

THERE

YES; I'M SUREI
as NO LISTING fOR

PHIU

HUS

IN THE ASTROLOGY COLUMNI

BIG DIPPEP

LITTLE DIPPER

NORTH STAR

JANE'S
CORNER

Jane Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
Everyone has his own personal way of sharing the
sky with others. Members of the Richn10nd Astronomical Society in Richmond, Virginia! for example, sponsor
a monthly "Skywatch" on the grounds of the Science
Museum of Virginia. As reported in a recent monthly
newsletter, they "showed the public the Moon and Saturn, ... but the electricity was out due to a recent storm,
so observing deteriorated to viewing the red lights of
the radio tower".
well. At least people were looking up at the sky.
That's an activity that Jack Horkheimer pushes as "the
man who hustles stars", One of his ways of sharing the
sky with others is called "Star Hustler" and is the most
successful five-minute program in television history, at
one time reaching an estimated five million people a
week in more than 350 cities.
And just in case you haven't been
past 11:00 p.m.
or missed the May '89 Sky and Telescope article about
Jack. I must note that he is first and foremost a PLANET ARIAN, having been Director of the Miami Space
Transit Planetarium since the late '60's.

"Sun Dial Gnomon/Time Indicator"
ciD, which you stick into the hole in
center of the front cover of the
folder. Latitude marks on the side of
pencil show you how far in to
pencil so that the angle formed with
back cover of the kit folder is
your location.

The top half of the back cover is a
with questions like 2) "Are sundial hours
the same length of time all year lorig? If not,
'Why won't a sundial work at night?' He goes on: "For
answers to above questions send enclosed postage
card back to Star Hustler. However, if you don't know
the answer to #4, don't bother."
A press kit that turns into a sundial? Only Jack Horkheimer could come up with that one. His
advertising genius continues to amaze me ... who else
would think of hustling the stars?
Jack remembers when IT happened to him,
years ago. He says: "I heard a rabbi on TV saying, 'There
is only one kind of prayer: when you look at fU'lrnoPthln,O"
and are stunned by its beauty, when you are stunned
the complexity and genius behind it.' I was 100,klI1lg
the stars, and suddenly I saw them as
sprinkled
space. I was stunned by the universe."
Thanks, Jack. Now you and everyone else who has a
personal way of sharing the sky are keeping the rest of
us "Looking UP".
OVERHEARD:

-As reported by Planetarian Jack Horkeimer:
Woman sitting behind Jack on a

I think that many of us planetarians received Jack's
Press Kit announcing the August 1, 1989 revival of "Star
Hustler" after a seven month absence. A special insert
requests that planetarians lobby to get SH back on the
air in their local area. As Jack says, "Some PBS stations
will run planetarium slides at the end of each episode.
Try it."
On the front of the kit we read ''This Press Kit converts into a real working sundial". And inside we find a

the
kit
the
the
the
for

"Aren't

TV ... the Star Hustler?"

Jack: "Yes."
Man sitting beside
"Who's that?"
Lady: "That's Jack Horkheimer. He's on TV!"
Man: "Looks like a
Man, some time later, as
off
"Are
really on TV?"
Jack: "No."
Man: ''You're not
Horkheimer?"
Jack: "No. My name is

on

When word gets around that
we'w: sold another large
Sl'fCE" Automadon system to

a m'lJor planetarium, many
smaller racnltles conclude that
the world's most advanced

WIlli SI'fCA you'U be
empowered to perform
sophisticated interactive
branching , , , for educaUonal
prOQlams that uniquely
address the needs of each

and reUable media control

system Is beyond their reach,
It may come as a surprise to
Ieam that "'" orIgjnaIIy
a>n<:dw:d SI'K% as an
_ _ to_big
systems nobody under 50 feet
a m _ I t just happens_
we made our system _
the1Irt. and QIIIIC It enormous
oonbol capacI,¥,
But you don't _
to start big.

I'or $9,748 we11 sell you

_

to automate "'"

spedaI eII'eds and a ha1f.
dozen D.tagraphk:s. We1l
Include complete lUumlnated
manual oontrol/ow:rrkIe In a
slick IIUIe 19" wide rack·

mountable chassis. We'u
Include all the cables; no
soldering needed.
We111nc1ude our _IBM- or
AppIe-compatible software.
We11_W the system lOr a
year, If your computer breaks.
you1l stIU be perI'ormIng
shows. because SI'K% am
run dIrecIIy Iiom audio tape.
to say nothing of manual
control,

And since you1I _just
purdIaoed the aonbal
mmponents of the worId"s
mast advanced ..... reUabIe
media OlI.bol .......
modular _ados wID be ......
less expensive. (You couJd
start by adding ten more
spedaI eII'eds channels lOr
$1.495),

WIth SI'fCA you11 be able toe

• add as many pIqjectors.
lamps, motors as)'Oll wish.
with as much manual
control as you desire.

• automate your planetarium
Instrument willi """'"
predsIon.

• join the growing IIkIeo
revoIutIon.1ockIng IIkIeo
tape and disks to singleflame. sp1It seOlIId 1ICICLII'IIqI,

The 3I"KZ ~ ~ " ' • •748 IndIIda t nmc 1 SUCMll. 8
CII'I"WIIOtII for III t. 012 . . . . . Panel. 1 . , SIq:.fIer. 8 c.bIeI. ~
t llOw', eott& ___ 1.

audience.

Sl'K%AutomaIIon b.terfacles
,

to """"'YIhIng In your _

SI'JCZ SoftwaIe Is ~
)'tt easy to learn.
SI'K% locks to SI'II"re Ume
CXIde and pumIts wireless ow:
IecIurer control.

5I"ICZ Is deYdoped. sold. and
nmIrpI by a growing
mmpeny with a """"W year
~ ofservloe to
professional p1anetarians.

Sl'K%CookBook DesIgn
0Ulde Is yours for the asking.
It Includes a demo disk.
phoID8. drawings and aU the
1nli> you need to know,
Sl'JCZAIitomatIon. We built It
because nobody else oouId.
11Ien "'" made It aII'ordabIe.

SICY.SKAN, INC.
51 L1Icr Sftft. Nasha Ni 0306CHSI3. USA
TeIt:f;Ihorr 603-8BO-8SOO. Fax: 603-882-6522
1i!Iooc 650336236.3 Ma lHI

